Jesus said the truth would set us free. It is the goal of this
series to set us free from confusion and to clearly discern the
Word of God.

77 & 117
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September 23

September 30

October 7

The goal is to see the big picture and not get caught up in the brush strokes.

The Book of Revelation (in one simple lesson)

We will look at the three questions and how Jesus really answered each one

Matthew 24 Overview

What the Bible really says is very different from the popular preachers of today.

Anti Christ & Preaching the Gospel to everyone

We will discuss how to understand scripture.

Rules of Engagement & Heaven, Heaven or Heaven

This is about the background need to begin this study of End Time events

September & October 2015

The page numbers are from the Book ‘Last to Leave.’ To properly prepare you need to read the chapters and be ready to interact
as we cover the material presented. The goal is to add to and explain the material not to cover or repeat what is in the book. Questions will be taken and responded to each week. The overall Goal is to better understand END of TIME events and to avoid being

5 & 21

September 9

Subject to be covered
Turn out the Lights & Check the Foundation

Whether you are a novice
at scripture or have a solid
foundation this series is designed to challenge and help
each individual go deeper into the Word of God. With the
proliferation of books on the Subjects of the END of TIME
and the RETURN of JESUS this series of lessons will help you
better evaluate and determine the validity of the various
authors points of view.

of Lesson

Preparation each week will
include reading the chapter
(s) from the book to be
equipped
for
the
presentation by Pastor Bob.
The goal is to put a solid
foundation into each
believer so they will not be
fooled by the latest fad
concerning the END of
TIME or the RETURN of
JESUS.

Page Number
for chapter (s)

This series will be taken from the Book ‘Last to Leave.’ We
will look at selected chapters to discover the basic truths a
believer needs to understand concerning the END of TIME
and the RETURN of JESUS.
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